#SMDM17: Tuesday, October 24, 2017

The second full day of the conference began with a scientific poster session followed by the Presidential Address from SMDM’s current president, Dr. Angie Fagerlin, and the SMDM Leadership Awards.

President of SMDM Angie Fagerlin’s address highlighted SMDM’s exciting past year and highlight opportunities and plans for the future of the Society.
#SMDM17 @angiefagerlin discusses where society has come from & where we’re going. Highlights new engagement of patients in meeting & journal pic.twitter.com/RlgHSUwSxB

SARAH MUNRO @BIRTHKNOWLEDGE • 6 MONTHS AGO

@S_puntscher

Important objectives for the SMDM in future: bring patients and more international colleagues to the conference! @angiefagerlin #smdm17

Sibylle Puntscher @s_puntscher

6 MONTHS AGO

@hwitteman

#SMDM17 @angiefagerlin quotes Michael Jordan in response to a trainee's Q on failure: "I've failed over & over, and that is why I succeed."

Holly Witteman @hwitteman

6 MONTHS AGO
Amazing row of colleagues for Angie Fagerlin’s Presidential Address at #smdm17 !!
pic.twitter.com/gCyCoB5BQB

@MPigone • 6 months ago

Stacey Springs
@SpringsStacey

TY @socdm for highlighting/elevating this discourse! #womeninSTEM need support from a network in/out of our institutions! #SMDM17 twitter.com/smuehlschmd/st...
What a role model 4 working mom scientists in academia. SMDM President @angiefagerlin who has brought all 3 kids to meeting ovr yrs #smdm17 pic.twitter.com/LYR27mIEEM

Joanna Hart
@JHartMD

Successful women—who are moms—are inspiring this morning at #SMDM17 & not “women” speeches: these are addresses and awards. So grateful.
Where we’ve been and where we are going - fantastic talk by president @angiefagerlin #SMDM17 pic.twitter.com/KSevI8Ol1N

SARAH HAWLEY @HAWLEYSARAHT - 6 MONTHS AGO
John Wong and Angie Fagerlin conclude their service as Lusted Award chair and Society president, respectively. #smdm17 pic.twitter.com/mGwKPrKEv

The SMDM Award for Distinguished Service recognizes service to SMDM in terms of leadership, role in the operations of the Society, and contributions to the scientific and educational activities of the Society. The 2017 award was presented to incoming SMDM President Uwe Siebert, MD, MPH, MSc, ScD.
Uwe Siebert receives the SMDM Award for Distinguished Service! #SMDM17
pic.twitter.com/vr0CjOFrG8

@SCOTT LAJOIE - 6 MONTHS AGO

#SMDM17 Uwe practicing the sax in the desert, to "avoid bothering the neighbors".
pic.twitter.com/WZb8nNC8Pf

@WILLIAMDALE_MD - 6 MONTHS AGO

The John M. Eisenberg Award for Practical Application of Medical Decision Making Research recognizes an individual or organization that has demonstrated sustained leadership in translating medical decision making
research into practice, and that has taken exceptional steps to communicate the principles and/or substantive findings of medical decision making research to policy makers, to clinical decision makers, and to the general public. The 2017 award was presented to Gillian D. Sanders-Schmidler, PhD.

The John M. Eisenberg for Practical Application of Medical Decision Making goes to Gillian D. Sanders-Schmidler! #smdm17 pic.twitter.com/wPYRdnJHfyY

@ASLAJOIE - 6 months ago

@ashleyleech

.@GSchmidler accepts Eisenberg Award & shares 4 pillars of advice: Passion, leaning in, prioritizing, & building strong network #SMDM17

6 months ago

@h witteman

Dr. Sanders-Schmidler's advice to junior people: do work that excites you, lean in but also prioritize, build good collaborations #SMDM17 twitter.com/hwitteman/stat...

6 months ago

The Career Achievement Award recognizes distinguished senior investigators who have made significant contributions to the field of medical decision making. The 2017 award was presented to Valerie F. Reyna, PhD.
The SMDM Career Achievement awards awarded to Valerie F. Reyna. The gist: she’s great! #smdm17 pic.twitter.com/tRciYgq4Kr

@SCOTT LAJOIE - 6 MONTHS AGO

Holly Witteman
@hwitteman

Dr. Reyna: Good decision making often focuses on the simple meaning behind words and numbers (the gist). #SMDM17

@6 MONTHS AGO
Valerie Reyna’s Fuzzy Trace Theory - the 29th most-cited paper in MDM history. #SMDM17 pic.twitter.com/YBoGzG7Ive

@WILLIAMDALE_MD - 6 MONTHS AGO

John Wong’s parting thoughts: collaborate!! #SMDM17 pic.twitter.com/pQvqDJrOeE

@WILLIAMDALE_MD - 6 MONTHS AGO
Oral abstract sessions were well-attended for 'shared decision making,' 'analyzing individual patient data,' and 'health-related quality of life and health utilities.'

Scott LaJoie
@aslaioie

Perhaps paradoxically teens who demonstrate more decision “biases” engage in more healthy behaviors. -Valerie Reyna. #smdm17
Great talk by Schoenfeld on Shared decision making in #emergencymedicine #SMDM17
smdm.confex.com/smdm/2017/meet... pic.twitter.com/HYpXqciwKg

@SPRINGSSTACEY - 6 MONTHS AGO
#SDM Process Survey Items

1. OPTIONS  
   • Did your doctor talk about [INTERVENTION] as an option for you? (Yes, No)

2. PROS  
   • How much did you and your doctor talk about the reasons you might want to [HAVE INTERVENTION]? (A lot, some, a little, or not at all)

3. CONS  
   • How much did you and your doctor talk about the reasons you might not want to [HAVE INTERVENTION]? (A lot, some, a little or not at all)

4. PREFERENCES  
   • Did your doctor ask you if you wanted to [HAVE INTERVENTION]? (Yes, No)

#SMDM17 @ksepucha New patient-reported measure of shared decision making. No signs of floor/ceiling effects. smdm.confex.com/sdm/2017/meet... pic.twitter.com/kud8gpMTRN

@HWITTEMAN - 6 MONTHS AGO
Decision support persons have a big impact on patient decision making - differences in engagement highlighted below #SMDM17 pic.twitter.com/QodL1o2Gtm

Holly Witteman
@hwitteman

#SMDM17 @cbmatsen Patients often don’t get to take preferred decision making role. Brief intervention didn’t shift. smdm.confex.com/sdm/2017/meet...

Angie Fagerlin
@angiefagerlin

@cbmatsen discusses methods on how to improve the concordance of how patients want to make decision and how they made them. #smdm17

Sarah Munro
BirthKnowledge

Disconcordance in decision making role prefs is an ongoing theme this meeting. C. Matsen suggests related to implementation #smdm17
Enjoyed the talk this morning by @DrSawicki. EOL decision making can lead to survivor guilt, doubt, and PTSD in family members (1/2) #smdm17 pic.twitter.com/sPfhPh795c

Twitter user: VICTORIA SHAFFER @SHAFFER_VA · 6 MONTHS AGO

Special interest groups were so excited to meet they stayed in from the sunshine!
Meeting of the Economic Evaluation Interest Group discussing the calibration topic. #smdm17
pic.twitter.com/OCe8xCqnXG

@S_PUNTSCHER - 6 MONTHS AGO
Awesome turnout for the #PediatricsInterestGroup at #Smdm17 pic.twitter.com/RlwBwOFAVe

Provocative questions were raised at the Career Development Panel.

Career development panel with stellar experts from the academic, public and private sectors #smdm17 pic.twitter.com/98s1QbzwOa
Sarah Munro
BirthKnowledge

Tip from Career Panel - leadership skills are key. Finding the right experts for the right projects to create a pipeline of people #smdm17

6 MONTHS AGO

Sarah Munro
BirthKnowledge

Is there industry demand for SDM tools? Certainly, to integrate tools into workflow, evaluate evidence for investment. #smdm17 Career Panel

6 MONTHS AGO

Sarah Munro
BirthKnowledge

How to maintain work life balance? Find a career that fits your goals, passion. Don’t worry if industry/academia label #smdm17 Career Panel

6 MONTHS AGO

Logan Trenaman
@Logan_Trenaman

Thank you to our #smdm17 career development panelists: Johanna Bellon, Michael Barry, Tanya Bentley, and Laurent Metz!

6 MONTHS AGO

Concurrent symposia on 'big data' and 'patient reported outcomes' incited great discussions.

Sibyle Puntscher
@s_puntscher

Big Data-Symposium: how can we work with cost data an avoid bias problems? Harindra Wijeysundera #smdm17

6 MONTHS AGO

Heather Taffet Gold
@HTGoldPhD

Crane:Stakeholder buy-in (i.e. clinicians) can ensure success of PROs #smdm17

6 MONTHS AGO
Marquita Decker uses Bayesian approach to synthesize breast cancer utilities using several sources including @TuftsCEVR data #smdm17 pic.twitter.com/iB7RNwNGCt

TARA LAVELLE @TARA_LAVELLE · 6 MONTHS AGO

Crane:PRO feedback had impact on phys behavior, improve assessment of med adherence, mgmt of depression & subst abuse #smdm17 pic.twitter.com/1RY10jXBcz

HEATHER TAFFET GOLD @HTGOLDPHD · 6 MONTHS AGO

Heather Taffet Gold
@HTGoldPhD

@eizik_am: Define core measures/PROs across institution first, i.e. governance 1st #smdm17

HEATHER TAFFET GOLD @HTGOLDPHD · 6 MONTHS AGO
There was a flurry of discussion and debate in the 'overdiagnosis and overtreatment' symposium.

Using more medical terms leads to higher preferences for treatment #SMDM17 @JesseJansen_
pic.twitter.com/edz4q6b8rd

LEA JABBARIAN  @JABBARIANL  · 6 MONTHS AGO
What is overdiagnosis (ODx)? @JesseJansen_ “Correct” diagnoses with little benefit to the patient
#smdm17 pic.twitter.com/40t04w1DWA

Doctors speak medicalese rather than patient-ese. #SMDM17 pic.twitter.com/3mKV9pEl8w
**Holly Witteman**  
@hwitteman

#SMDM17 Dr. Bob Arnold: Media promotes idea that medicine is curative + it’s hard for Drs to reconcile ideals with realities of doctoring.

6 MONTHS AGO

---

**Sarah Munro**  
BirthKnowledge

Should physicians teach communication skills to physicians? Name a sports coach who was a professional athlete #smdm17 #Overdiagnosis Panel

6 MONTHS AGO

---

Listening to the most inspiring talk by Robert M. Arnold on overtreatment at the end of life #SMDM17 pic.twitter.com/feOvAu1rCN

LEA JABBARIAN  @JABBARIANL  6 MONTHS AGO
Being a doctor is about, "Liking science and wanting to help people." Not - supporting people who are dying. #SMDM17 pic.twitter.com/V0IgVEjRBo

@WILLIAMDALE_MD · 6 MONTHS AGO

Less Overdiagnosis and Overtreatment, If Patients Just

Received and understood medical information relevant to their decisions, and then identified and received treatments suited to their values and circumstances.

Less overdiagnosis and overtreatment if patients just ... #SMDM17 pic.twitter.com/298oeo0ZRh

@JABBARIANL · 6 MONTHS AGO
Fundamental insight: preferences are constructed, not inherent. We need the help patients construct their preferences.  

@WILLIAMDALE_MD · 6 MONTHS AGO

---

Levels of decision-making

1. Personal
   - What do I want for myself or loved one?
2. Clinical
   - What do I recommend for my patients?
3. Public health
   - What do I recommend to the population?

(Leon Gordis after the 1997 NIH conference on mammography in young women)

@JABBARIANL · 6 MONTHS AGO
Sarah Munro
BirthKnowledge

#Overdiagnosis symposium discusses that it isn’t a trend across whole system. Many pops, cultures still underdiagnosed/ treated #SMDM17

6 MONTHS AGO

Bioethics is now pushing back on the abdication of provider responsibility to give professional opinions. #SMDM17 pic.twitter.com/PEp3CEQsA8

WILLIAM DALE, MD/PHD @WILLIAMDALE_MD · 6 MONTHS AGO

As the afternoon progressed, we had more engaging presentations during the concurrent abstract sessions on ‘patient preferences,’ ‘costs and outcome measures,’ and ‘physician decision making and health policy.’

Sarah Munro
BirthKnowledge

“Culture matters.” Always lovely to see Friend & Alden’s work on cultural values in patient decision making, family centered choices #smdm17

6 MONTHS AGO
Sarah Munro
BirthKnowledge

Total knee replacement seems underutilized among those with high need. Why? Need to explore social determinants - Gomrabei #SMDM17

6 MONTHS AGO

![APHIRST outcomes](https://example.com/aphirst-outcomes.png)

KDatzel: CEA of clinical decision rules for kids presenting in ED w head injury compared w usual care #smdm17 pic.twitter.com/M1SvbD8H47

HEATHER TAFFET GOLD @HTGOLDPHD · 6 MONTHS AGO
At the SMDM Annual Business Meeting, Dr. Angie Fagerlin handed leadership over to Dr. Uwe Siebert.
Passing of the Gavel! Congratulations to our new President Uwe Siebert and thanks to the Past President @angiefagerlin! #smdm17 pic.twitter.com/ap5q3ExJa

SIBYLLE PUNTSCHER @S_PUNTSCHER - 6 MONTHS AGO
Now @socdm Past Pres @angiefagerlin with Pres Uwe Siebert. Gavel handed off! #smdm17 pic.twitter.com/igbWl3g5yt

HEATHER TAFFET GOLD @HTGOLDPHD - 6 MONTHS AGO
Intro of 2018 N American @socdm meeting in Montreal, chairs @hwitteman @WilliamDale_MD
#smdm17 pic.twitter.com/l8ULxc1IoV

HEATHER TAFFET GOLD @HTGOLPMD - 6 MONTHS AGO
In the evening, the networking continued at the International Reception, 'Dinners with Experts,' and social time around the city.
Nice get-together at the international networking reception. #smdm17
pic.twitter.com/YZCUkBMDxd

@s_puntscher - 6 MONTHS AGO
Great post-rain walk and double rainbow at #smdm17 !! pic.twitter.com/tZJAxvDeSw

@MPIGNONE88 - 6 MONTHS AGO

Decision Making in Sports experts dinner. #smdm17 pic.twitter.com/CMCyXhKqg5

@JOELSEVAT - 6 MONTHS AGO
Decision modeling heroes hard at work #SMDM17 pic.twitter.com/Zbv3OvPVk

@INFECTIONECON • 6 MONTHS AGO
Friendship. And a great night of celebrating with some of my favorite people. #smdm17
pic.twitter.com/zYEQe7oos0

ANGIE FAGERLIN  @ANGIEFAGERLIN  · 6 MONTHS AGO